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A MESSAGE TO THE SEXY TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA 
TURTLES AT HARVEST BALL: NOT OKAY

by SH

You four. Strutting your stuff, fronting as ninjas. Yeah, you. 
Needless to say, we at The Pamphlette were shell-shocked at your “Sexy Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles” costumes.  We found 
them to be extremely problematic-- perhaps even more problematic than Reed students’ vast overuse of  the term “problem-
atic.”
In general, we’re not okay with this age-old tradition whereby people think it’s fine and dandy to just haphazardly attach the 
qualifier of  “sexy” to a costume that’s perfectly fine as is. Further, what sick part of  your little turtle-brains made you think 
it’d be O.K. to hypersexualize some of  our best 90s television cartoon memories? This is great, just great! Now, every time 
Boots watches a scene with Michelangelo yelling, “Cowabunga!” and nunchuking some punks, he has to have a synchronous 
thought of  your cleavage. He is still waiting for your apology, which he will gladly accept in the form of  a nice dinner and 
drinks (you’re paying).

In case you somehow have yet to fathom why we feel the way we do about your costumes, we have a formalized, numbered 
list of  our complaints. It follows: 

(1) Turtles shit out of  their mouths. Not sexy.
(2) You can’t exist on a steady diet of  pizza, hang out in sewers, chill with a didactic rat, and simultaneously be sexy. Sewers 
and sex-appeal are mutually exclusive.
(3) The whole point of  ninjas is that they cannot be seen. How are you going to sexily seduce someone while actually invis-
ible to the untrained eye? You should be sexy teenage mutant pirate turtles, instead.
(4) It says “teenage” in your name, which means your characters are likely underage. Underage turtles cannot consent, you 
perverts!
(5) Hold on... Okay, sorry. I was just on Yahoo Answers, and apparently, turtles do not shit out of  their mouths. Still, 
though, turtles poop. That’s not sexy.
(6) If  you want to do a group sexy costume from TMNT, just go as four sexy Splinters (see: ‘didactic rat’, above).
(7) If  you were just in it for the sexy Italian names, then Sexy Renaissance painters would’ve been a better alternative.

~*~ TAKING INITIATIVE ~*~
In light of  a recent  stolen laptops from the library, car theft, and other significant amounts of  property stolen from the North parking lot, Campus Safety has deemed drug use the most 
significant problem on campus.
 
“Reed does not exist in a bubble outside the local, state and federal laws.” Said Community Safety Chief  Hermione Garyson. “The use, sale, or transfer of  illicit drugs offends the Reed 
community, attracts dangerous outsiders and the theft of  personal property. Boo use, sale and transfer of  illicit drugs. Boo!”
 
“When criminals smell weed, they smell a populace that is hungry, complacent, and easily amused. Most importantly, they smell a populace with a diminished lung capacity, ensuring an 
uncomplicated getaway if  these spoiled children were to give chase,” Said a night shift officer. “Marijuana is the problem.”
 
Indeed these criminals are fast--some would say, too fast. One such criminal was able to mug someone in Prexy undetected before disappearing into the Eastmoreland Golf  Club, pre-
sumably to play a round or two. “These criminals are athletic and evidently musically inclined. They’ve gotta be black or building their own silent helicopters.” said CSO Asterios Typesill.
 
New initiatives are being proposed and discussed. Some argue that more segways are needed. “Segways can reach a max speed of  10 mph. This technology will level the playing field 
between us and the miscreants that come to campus. They’ll also wow the parents & trustees with their spiffiness and mechanical vigor,” said Charlie Robotnik  “Although if  they’ve got 
a bike we’re fucked.”
 
One student who had $400 worth of  property stolen between 11am and 1pm on a school day was told to “get a group of  students together to periodically patrol the parking lot.”* The 
idea was an immediate success and took off  like wildfire. “After somehow scraping together $55,920** to attend Reed for the year, I can’t wait for the opportunity to wander around the 
picturesque North Parking lot (or as I like to call it, the Flat Canyon) looking for suspicious characters that might be armed in my free time.” Says Wayne Brucerson ‘16  after signing the 
30 person deep waiting list. “I originally came for the life of  the mind but I’m staying for the life of  the watchful guardian.”
 
Of  course, CSOs and their ROBIN program apprentices can’t be everywhere at once. ”Until the technology exists so that we can watch an area from a remote location, we will always 
have a problem apprehending trespassers on our borders.” Says Community Safety Officer Rob O’Cop “Even if  the technology existed, the Reed Community would lose their shit over 
being watched.” To accommodate these concerns, any footage that would be captured by these strange, fantastical devices would be uploaded on Facebook. ”Who doesn’t like looking at 
pictures of  themselves on Facebook?”

Another initiative is to have Resident Directors walk-through dorms to ensure that they are taking a more active role in AOD compliance among dorm residents and to forcefully answer 
any questions as to what it is RDs actually do.

*Real Talk Alert: This actually happened. A CSO said this in this exact situation
**Includes tuition fees and room and board. Does every hour of  class feel like $100? Well it should playboy! =P

Dear Quest,
 Your refusal to acknowledge my proposal of  last week in your most recent 
issue hurt. I know you’re going to try and say that it was “a layout issue,” and that you 
“didn’t have room,” but damnit, Quest, if  you can make room for selections from your 
Alumni Penis Archive, you can make room for a simple “yes” or “no” answer. 
I feel as though you’re shutting me out, when all I wanted was for our bond to grow 
stronger. I suppose my forwardness was somewhat unexpected, and, perhaps, offensive to 
your sensibilities. I know you’re a traditionalist, and maybe you thought I should get Presi-
dent Kroger’s blessing before speaking with you about it, but I just couldn’t wait. This is 
the 21st century, Quest, and I don’t want our love to be held back by society’s expecta-
tions. I hope we can get past this bump in the road, and that you can find it in your heart 
to give me your hand in marriage.
 Think of  all the good times we’ve had: our spontaneous journey to LA in the 
dark reaches of  Barry Morgan’s backpack, only two years into our acquaintance; that win-
ter we spent huddled together in the nest of  Woody the Canyon Squirrel; our many joint 
rotations through the Commons dish return carousel. We’ve shared the spilled food of  
countless Reedies as it dripped between our pages, and you can’t forget all the witty banter 
we’ve exchanged--don’t tell me it didn’t mean anything to you, because I know better. 
However, if  none of  the history between us means anything to you--if  I am to take your 
silence as an outright rejection--so be it. I have asked my creators to bring me BIND-
ERS full of  eligible publications, publications who would be thrilled to join me in holy 

matrimony. Of  course, none were as lovely as you, but, if  I am to be denied the greatest 
satisfaction of  your love, I will have no recourse but to find a passable substitute. I do not 
want to spend my life alone, Quest, you must understand that, and I will do whatever I 
must to avoid that sad fate, but I am giving you one more chance to accept my proposal. 
Please, Quest, give me the pleasure of  taking you to the altar. Those other publications in 
the binder are a bunch of  ugly-ass high-school-newspaper pieces of  shit. You’re special, 
and I love you. 
  Yours if  you’ll have me,
   The Pamphlette

by EC

QUEST SNUBS PAMPHLETTE’S PROPOSAL 
(Why don’t  you love us?)

This is the kind of  fun you’re missing out on. ;)


